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The Loop of Faith 
 
We are familiar with the expression “leap of faith,” which can bear a 
variety of meanings. The “loop of faith” is neither copyrighted nor 
given formal approval or disapproval by any form of organized religion. 
It is available for anyone’s interpretation.  
 
We live with various levels of belief, even those of us who do not 
adhere to any religion. We cannot prove to another person that we 
love him or her, nor can anyone prove to us that he or she loves us. 
Most of us believe that we love some people and that some people 
love us. Many things in life, including some tenets of various sciences, 
we accept as worthy of our belief, though we do not have access to 
proof or certainty. Life itself encompasses many surprises that are not 
within our scope to arrange or plan, yet we believe that life is precious.   
 
Whoever believes in anyone or anything operates in a beneficial loop 
of faith. Without faith, not much of any consequence can take place. 
For those who do not believe that they are loved, there is little 
motivation to interact with others, while those who believe that they 
are loved will act as though what they say and do makes a positive 
difference for themselves and others. Those who act on their beliefs 
will find confirmation in their experiences, and will continue to act on 
their beliefs: the “loop of faith.”  
 
Belief is not something that we create for the sake of some possible 
benefits, as though someone might “believe” that he or she will soon 
receive a million dollars, and act on that belief in a shopping spree, 
resulting in the accumulation of desired goods but also some huge 
debts. Folly does not generally receive confirmation. Sincere faith is 
partly gift, discovered in one’s heart, like awakening to a reality that 
was previously missed. Most of us discover love; we do not invent it. 
But when we come to believe, using our minds to reflect on facts as 
we understand them, and relying on our interior senses as we 
experience them, the loop of faith becomes a positive movement in us.  
 
Belief and trust are the closest of friends: engage either and the other 
will be present. When we believe that God or someone else loves us, 
we will trust both the person to whom we respond in love, and trust 
our own capabilities for responding appropriately. The loop of faith is 
as much about our valuable vulnerability in trusting as it is about our 
mysterious power of believing. The more we attend to belief and trust 
with accompanying reflection upon experience, the greater will be our 
sense of living a life that is wholly and fully human. Isn’t that divine?  
 
